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 CHEMICAL PEELS
A  chemical peel  is a technique used to improve and smooth 
the  texture of the skin. Facial skin is mostly treated, and scarring 
can be  improved. Chemical peels are intended to remove the 
outermost layers of the skin. To accomplish this task, the chosen 
peel solution induces a  controlled injury to the skin. Resulting in 
wound healing processes  begin to regenerate new tissues. The 
dead skin eventually peels off.  The regenerated skin is usually 
smoother and less wrinkled than the old skin. Our Straberi Peels 
are created with years of clinical research which lead to a system 
that can extend to all Fitzpatrick skin types, age, and gender. 
Finally, a hybrid system that yield results. 







Specially formulated treatment, combining glycolic and salicylic together that will            
de-clog pores and dry up active acne lesions. 4 hours down time. May experience

superficial peeling.


Cleans with Continuous Glow Cleanser


De-fat with Treatment Booster solution


Optional Apply 2 passes of RENEW peel leave on skin 2 min each (degrease in between 
passes)


Apply 2 – 4 passes of Acne Peel 2.0


Peel remains on the area for 4 hours. Instruct client to leave peel solution on the skin for 
up to 4 hours and explain post peel directions thoroughly.


Apply petroleum jelly to the areas that may seem red or irritated. Advise clients that 

those areas may crust and peel within 7 days and should use of post care glow balm  



The Clarity Peel is a medium depth peel designed to dramatically lighten hyperpigmentation, 
shrink pore size, reduce and dry out active acne and improve overall tone and texture. This 
treatment requires mandatory Post Peel Kit. Remember to explain the aftercare protocol. Client 
will experience Mild superficial peeling and dryness over the course of 3 weeks.  

Client will experience mild to moderate burning for 1-2 min 

Cleans with Continuous Glow Cleanser  

De-fat with Treatment Booster solution 
 

Apply 4 even passes of Clarity Peel while concentrating on deep pigmented areas. Allow 1 
minuet of cooling in between passes.   

Optional Retain A 4%  Booster  Pour contents Retain A Booster onto gauze. Gently agitate. 
Evenly distribute solution all over affected areas. Give remaining vial to client to use for 3 
consecutive nights following the peel treatment.   

Peel remains on the area for 4 hours. Instruct client to leave peel solution on the skin for up to 4 
hours and explain post peel directions thoroughly. 
 



Specially formulated treatment, combining glycolic and salicylic together that will de-clog pores 
and help to dry up active and destroy the bacteria that causes acne. Clients may experience 
superficial peeling depending on prior treatments and skin sensitivity. 


Cleanse with Continuous Glow Cleanser


Degrease 


If necessary apply extractions techniques to pustules before applying Acne Peel 2.0 solution. 
Degrease. 


Apply 2 – 4 passes of Acne Peel 2.0 until frosting appears. 

Client will leave on skin for 4 hours 


Apply aquaphor to the areas that may seem red or irritated. Advise clients that those areas may 
crust and peel within 7 days and should use of post care glow balm especially to the affected 
areas of concern. Explain post peel directions thoroughly. 

 

Follow up treatments would be 3 weeks after initial treatment.  


 



Our Straberi peel is a medium depth peel used to reduce acne scaring, sun damage, fine 
lines, and improve skin texture. Formulated for all skin types and conditions. 


Cleanse with Continuous Glow Cleanser   
 

 Degrease skin with Treatment Booster solution   

Protect corners of eyes, mouth, and around nostrils with aquaphor.    
Apply an even layer of Straberi Peel solution to entire face, paying special attention 
to pressure and application pattern. 


Apply 3-6 layers based on patient tolerance and desired depth of peel. Each layer 
progressively increases intensity, depth, and results. 


Wait 1 –  2 minuets in between pass. When you notice frosting avoid applying peel to 
that area. Full frosting is an indication that the peel has been absorbed.   

Optional Retain A 4%  Booster  Pour contents Retain A Booster onto gauze. Gently 
agitate. Evenly distribute solution all over affected areas.


For best results, instruct client to leave peel solution on the skin for up to 4 hours 



                           ALL TREATMENT ARE INTENDED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

WE RESERVE ALL RIGHTS. FOR ADVERS REACTIONS PLEASE EMAIL ADMIN@STRABERI.COM


